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Introduction
Learning happens in everyday moments. Everything you and your child do together teaches
important lessons that will help them grow and learn about their world.
As you talk together, they learn vocabulary. When you sing and role play action songs together,
they learn about music, rhythm and rhyme and they are developing balance and coordination.
As you read together, they develop language and listening skills and begin to recognize and
read written words and enjoy books. When you build towers with blocks together, they learn
about science—experimenting with “I wonder” questions such as How high?
When you go on a neighbourhood walk, use the scale at the grocery store, measure flour to
make cookies, play board games, set the table, share muffins among friends and organize the
toy box together, they are learning math. They are learning that math is measuring, sorting,
noticing patterns, and making comparisons—it is much more than counting and knowing the
names of shapes.
And, when you say “I’m not good at math” or “This is too hard” they are also listening and
learning, but this time, they are receiving influential messages of the wrong kind—ones that
are contrary to the development of a positive attitude, self-confidence and perseverance but
equally influential in the development of negative attitudes and math anxiety—factors that
impede math achievement and thwart success.
The goal of this resource is to make math an important and routine part of every day—for the
whole family. Informal math learning—in the bathtub, at the park, on the bus—is as important
as it is stress-free and memorable.
Young children learn best by manipulating objects and by having “real” experiences: those that
happen naturally while doing day-to-day activities around the house and in the community.
This resource brings some “real” experiences to you so that you and your children can
learn and be positive about the mathematics that arises in their everyday activities, crafts,
conversations, and play.
These activities, developed with Kindergarten and Grade 1 children in mind require no special
materials nor specialized knowledge. The activities use familiar objects and situations so that
they are meaningful and help children to use what they have learned in the world around them.
They are hands-on, playful, and, occasionally messy. You can do the activities in any order and
repeat them as many times as you and your child wish. The activities can be applied to other
real-life examples by you or your child, making it easier for them to notice, use, practice and
talk about math.
The activities will be experienced and understood differently by every child. For some children
(and maybe you, too), they will reinforce and/or review fundamental skills. For others, an
activity may be a first experience with a skill or concept. For some, the activity will be a jumpingoff point to related discoveries. For others, the activities will be a fun opportunity to explore
and wonder.
Our hope is that these activities will stimulate you and your child to invent your own activities:
Let’s find a rock that is heavier than an apple. How many steps will each of us (including the dog)
need to take to reach that tree? I wonder how many potatoes are inside that bag? and pose your
own questions Is it likely to happen? How long will it take? Do we have enough time to read this book
before we have to go out?
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Numbers
Activity

Hide and Seek
Numbers
Hide the numbers 1 to 10 around
the home. Have your child find the
numbers and place them in order.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review numbers
1 to 10 before starting this activity.
You can do this by reading a counting
book (e.g., Ten Black Dots or Quack
and Count) or reciting a nursery
rhyme together (e.g., 1, 2 Buckle My
Shoe). There are many great counting
books and nursery rhymes available
at your local public library and some
are also available online.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to write
numbers 1 to 10 on slips of paper and
hide them around your home.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Tell your child that you have hidden
the numbers 1 to 10 around the
home and it is your child’s job to find
the numbers and place them in order
from 1 to 10.

1.

Have your child match each number with objects to show the
amount that it represents (e.g., one stuffed animal for the
number 1, two toy cars for the number 2, etc.)

2.

Hide slips of paper with the words “one” to “ten” around the
home for this activity.

3.

Hide slips of paper with drawings of the amounts from 1 to 10
around the house for this activity.

Help your child name the numbers
as they are found, put them in order,
and count them.

Numbers Activity: 01 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Search and Find
Find or draw the following: 3 items
that are brown, 2 items that are
rough, 3 items that are smooth, and
1 item that is hard. How many do
you have altogether?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review numbers 1
to 10 before starting this activity. You can
do this by reading a counting book (e.g.,
One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab or Anno’s
Counting Book) or watching a counting
video online with your child.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to review
the texture terms rough, smooth,
hard, and soft. You may need to review
colours, as well. Find a bag or basket for
collecting objects.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Go on a walk inside or outside. Find 3
items that are brown, 2 items that are
rough, 3 items that are smooth, and 1
item that is hard. Sort them into piles.
Turn your piles into lines. How many of
each type of item do you have? How many
objects do you have altogether? (9) How
many more items do you need to make
10? (1) How many more to make 11? (2)
Describe each object to a family member.

1.

Find a soft object like a stuffed animal. Take it outside. Throw it
into the air. Count each time you throw it up. How high can you
count while it is in the air?

2.

Count every spoon in your house. How many do you count? If
you took away one spoon, how many would you have then?

3.

Show how else you could sort the objects you collected. Explain
your sorting rule (e.g., texture, colour).
Numbers Activity: 02 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Egg Me On!
Have your child count the spaces in an egg carton.
Cut it down to 10 spaces and fill the empty spots
with objects. Change the number of objects and
have your child tell you how many there are.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review how to count a set
of objects with your child. Show your child how to
count each object once (one-to-one correspondence)
and that the last number counted in a set of objects
shows how many objects there are (cardinality).

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to find an empty egg carton
(or a similar-type container). Have your child count the
spaces in an egg carton, which often has 12. Cut the
carton down to 10 spaces (pockets) to make a 10-frame.
Gather at least 10 objects that will be used as counters.
These could be buttons, pieces of Lego, small pebbles, or
pieces of ripped paper.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Call out a number, like “3”, and have your child count
out the appropriate number of objects and place them
in the egg carton. Repeat this activity with different
numbers. Ask your child what they notice about smaller
numbers (e.g., less of the carton is filled) and larger
numbers (e.g., more of the carton is filled). You can
also ask your child what they notice about particular
numbers (e.g., the number 9 has one missing from the
carton because it is one less than 10).

1.

Turn the game into an adding or subtracting activity by
asking the child to tell you how many there would be if
someone added two sets of numbers together (e.g., 2+5)
or how many would be left if somebody took away a
small number of counters (e.g., 7-3). Gradually increase
the size of numbers.

2.

Make some cards with the numerals from 0 to 10 on
them. Put the cards face down. Now the child turns one
card face up and creates the number represented.

3.

Using frames of 10 can be a helpful way to learn basic
number facts. There are 10-frame online games available
that your child may want to try (e.g, see the NCTM’s
Illuminations website: https://illuminations.nctm.org/ ).

Once the child is comfortable with this activity, you can
turn it into a “Beat the Clock” speed game in which they
try to count out objects before a timer goes off. *NOTE:
If this is too advanced, turn the 10-frame into a 5-frame
and work on the numbers 0 to 5.

Numbers Activity: 03 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Cereal
Estimation
Have your child estimate how many pieces
of cereal are in a bowl of cereal using a
benchmark. Discuss how close the estimate is.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review how to estimate
with your child. When estimating, it is best
to use a “benchmark” of a given number
of objects. For example, if this is what “10”
objects look like, how many objects do you
think there are in this set (e.g., of 21 objects)?
Your child can use the benchmark to estimate
if the set looks like it’s more or less than
the benchmark and then come up with a
calculated guess.

GET SET!

EXTRA PRACTICE

For this activity you will need two bowls
and cereal. Fill the first bowl with about 10
pieces of cereal and the second bowl with
20 pieces of cereal.

1.

Gather about 10 small identical objects (e.g., toys or buttons). Put
a few under a cloth and cover them. Show your child the objects
for a couple of seconds and cover them again. Ask your child to
tell you how many there are. Ask your child to explain the answer.

2.

Gather about 20 small, identical objects (e.g., cubes or blocks).
Put 10 objects in a horizontal line that will stay uncovered as a
benchmark. Make a row of 5 objects next to the line and cover
them. Show your child the 5 objects for a couple of seconds and
cover them again. Ask your child to tell you how many there are.
Ask your child to explain the answer.

3.

Gather a few clear jars or glasses and fill them with different
amounts of objects (e.g., 5, 10, 15, 3, 12). Show one jar and tell
your child how many are in it. Show another jar and ask the child
to compare and estimate.

GO!
Tell your child that there are 10 pieces of
cereal in the first bowl of cereal and then
ask your child to estimate how many pieces
of cereal are in the second bowl of cereal.
Ask your child what their estimation strategy
was. How close was your child to the actual
answer? Try estimating some different
amounts if your child shows interest.

Numbers Activity: 04 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Neighbourhood
Numbers
Go for a walk outside. Have your child
point out numbers and number words
that they recognize: numbers on houses,
signs, or license plates.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review what the
numbers 1 to 10 look like before starting
this activity. You can do this by writing out
the numbers 1 to 10 with your child and
discussing the shape(s) in each number.
For example, the number 1 is a line that
goes straight down, and the number 2
starts as a curve that goes around, then
does a diagonal down, and then goes
straight across.

GET SET!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Gather a bag or backpack, a pencil,
paper, crayons and a pencil. Dress
appropriately for the weather.

1.

Play the number bubble game. Draw lots of chalk circles on the
ground outside, with a number inside each (1 to 5 or 1 to 10,
depending on how much space you have), distributing them
evenly so that you end up with several 1s in circles, several 2s in
circles, and so on. Call out a number and have your child find a
circle (bubble) with that number and stand in it.

2.

Go to a park and collect some fallen chestnuts, pine cones,
pebbles or leaves. At home, draw the numerals 1 to 10 on the
ground in a row with chalk, using both numerals and words, and
get the children to line up the right number of nature objects
underneath each one. You could also do this inside with painter’s
tape on carpet or floor.

GO!
Go for a walk outside. Have your child
point out numbers and number words
that they recognize during the walk (e.g.,
numbers on houses, signs, or license
plates). Encourage your child to print the
numbers they see on paper.

Numbers Activity: 05 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Run to the
Number!
Write out the numbers from 11 to 20 on
separate pieces of paper and display them.
Call out a number and have your child
run over and stand on it. Call out different
numbers for your child to run to.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review the numbers 1 to
20 with your child before starting this activity.
You could make a set of simple flashcards and
compare the numbers 1 to 9 with the numbers
10 to 20. Discuss that the number 1 in the
numbers 10 to 19 represents 10. Show your
child that the number 11 is 10 + 1, 12 is 10 +2,
etc. Numbers 11 to 19 can be really challenging
for young children initially.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to write the numbers
11 through 20 on separate pieces of paper. Then,
place the pieces of paper with the numbers in an
open spot in your home or outside.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Call out a number and have your child run over to
the number. Repeat for as long as your child shows
interest in the activity.

1.

Find/listen for numbers 11-20 in media (e.g.,
flyers, TV commercials, on the radio).

2.

Have your child draw or collect the proper set of
objects for select numbers from 1 to 20.

Options for the game:
• Collect all the pieces of paper with numbers and
place them in order/sequence
• Tell your child to run to the numbers in order of
sequence (e.g., Go to 11, then 12, then 13, etc.).

Numbers Activity: 06 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Magic Numbers
Disappearing Act
Display a set of objects (up to 20). Tell your
child that you are going to make some of the
objects “disappear”. Have your child guess
how many are gone.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review numbers 1 to 20
with your child and the concept of subtraction.
It’s best to explain subtraction in the context
of a meaningful problem. For example, if your
child had 15 toys and then lost 8 of them, how
many would be left? Act out the problem with
concrete objects for your child to get a good
grasp of the concept.

GET SET!
For this activity you will need to collect 20 objects
(e.g., buttons, pennies, etc.) and a small object (e.g.,
stick) to use as a magic wand.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

• Line up 20 objects in one long row. One player
starts with the magic wand. The other player
closes their eyes.

1.

Play this game using addition. Start with a certain number
of objects and add some more when your child’s eyes
are closed. Ask your child to figure out how many objects
were added. Discuss the strategies that were used.

2.

Make a thumbprint counting book for the numbers 1 to
20. Use non-toxic ink, paint, or food colouring to make
the thumbprints, one number per page. Next, ask your
child to add details to the thumbprints to turn them into
ladybugs, balloons, or anything your child can imagine.
Have your little author write the numerals on the
corresponding thumbprint page.

• The magician “breaks” off part of the lineup and
hides it behind their back.
• The other player opens their eyes and tries to
figure out how many objects are hidden behind
the other player’s back.
• Trade roles.

Numbers Activity: 07 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Guess My
Number!
Play “Guess my Number!” Pick a number
for your child to guess and use clues to
help your child figure out the number.
Start by using the numbers 1-10 and then
use numbers 1-20.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review numbers 1 to
20 before starting this activity by making
simple flashcards, a number line, or with a
counting book (e.g., Counting Crocodiles).
Review the names of numbers and what
they look like (the numerals).

GET SET!
For this activity, your child might benefit from
having a math tool they can use to help them count
the numbers from 1 to 20. You could write out (or
print out) a simple number line for your child or
make a simple number chart.

GO!
Play “Guess My Number!” Think of a number from
1 to 20 and use clue words to help your child guess
what number you are thinking of (e.g., “more than”,
“fewer than”, “2 away from__”, “in-between __and __”,
or “starts with the letter __”, etc.).
Some clues may only have one answer. For
example, “My number is between 12 and 14.”
However, some clues can have multiple correct
answers and can be challenging. For example, “My
number starts with the letter T,” or “My number is
2 away from 16”. This offers a great opportunity
to have a conversation with your child about the
possibilities of more than one answer.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Trade roles. Have your child try to give you clues.
You might want to attempt this after you’ve played
a few rounds as the clue-giver first.

2.

Count all the numbers that start with the same letter.

3.

Show how you might use the number line to check
if your guess makes sense!

Numbers Activity: 08 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Number Patterns
- Pairs
Find some things in your house that come
in pairs and make a collection of them.
How many items do you have altogether?
How many items will you have if you add
one more pair? two more pairs?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the concept
of pairs and make the connection to the
number and value of ‘2’ before starting
this activity. You can practice counting
by 2s with objects or read a book about
counting by 2s (e.g., Eggs and Legs or
Sheep Won’t Sleep).

GET SET!
For this activity, collect things that you
have around your home that come in
pairs and make them accessible to your
child (e.g., place a laundry basket of
socks in the living room, direct your child
to shoes by the front door).

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Ask your child, “Can you find some things
in our home that come in pairs?” Once you
locate pairs of items, ask your child these
questions:

1.

Play an online skip counting game (e.g., Number
Bubble on the website abcya.com).

2.

Skip count while doing a physical activity, like
walking, jumping jacks, or skipping.

How many items do you have altogether? How
many items will you have if you add one more
pair? If you add two more pairs? Using your
collection, practice counting by 2s. Remember,
as you count by 2s, use two fingers to touch
each pair to encourage skip counting.

Numbers Activity: 09 of 10
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Numbers
Activity

Number Target
Practice
Write out some numbers between 1-20 on
pieces of paper and set them up on the
floor for target practice. Take turns tossing
stuffed toys at the numbers to see who can
get closest to the biggest number.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review numbers 1 to
20 before starting this activity. You can
practice counting to 20 with a number
line or number chart or watch an online
counting video.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to write
out the numbers from 1 to 20. You can
do this on pieces of paper or use chalk
outside. Place the numbers in an open
spot for target practice. You will need
two small stuffed toys that will be used
to throw at the numbers.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Discuss what the biggest numbers are with your
child and how they give you more points. Take
turns tossing the stuffed toys to try and get them
closest to the biggest numbers. Whoever gets a
stuffed toy closest to the biggest number wins.
Talk about which numbers your stuffed toy landed
closest to.

1.

See how many steps it is between two of the
target practice numbers.

2.

Discuss which target practice numbers are
closest together/farthest away.

Take turns calling out a different number and see
who can toss a stuffed toy closest to it. Whoever
gets it closest to the number wins.
Numbers Activity: 10 of 10
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Shapes
Activity

Triangle
Time
See how many places you can find
triangles today. Do all your triangles
look the same?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review the properties of
triangles before starting this activity. You can
help your child remember that a triangle has
three sides and three corners (vertices) by
reading a book about triangles (e.g., The Greedy
Triangle) or drawing some triangles together.

GET SET!
For this activity, show your child that there are
three main kinds of triangles: equilateral (3 equal
length sides), isosceles (2 sides of equal length),
and scalene (all 3 sides of different lengths). Draw
out each type of triangle and label them. Here are
some points to discuss about the meaning of each
of the triangle names:
- “equal” means all the same so an equilateral
has three of the same sides
- “isosceles” means “equal legs” so this type of
triangle has two of the same sides
- scalene means “uneven” so it doesn’t have any
of the same sides

GO!
See how many places you can find triangles today.
Do all your triangles look the same? How many
different types of triangles can you find? What is
different about each? What is the same? Sort them
by type, size, and number of equal length sides.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Use materials (e.g. toothpicks, popsicle sticks, straws, or
twigs) to make the three different types of triangles.

2.

Make the three kinds of triangles out of toothpicks and
play doh or toothpicks and small marshmallows.

3.

Use triangles to build other shapes.

Shapes Activity: 01 of 05
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Shapes
Activity

Circle
Sizes
Find objects with a circle base that can be
traced. Trace different sized circle bases and
order them from biggest to smallest.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review the properties of
circles before starting this activity. You can help
your child remember that a circle is a curved
line that’s round by reading a book about circles
(e.g., Around the Park) or listening to a song
about circles online.

GET SET!
For this activity, go through your home and
locate a variety of objects with circular bases.
Remind your child that a circle is a round,
flat, two-dimensional shape made from a
continuous curved line that forms a closed
loop. It has one, continuous side.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Ask your child to go about the home or outside
with you and find objects (e.g., pots, pans, cups,
mugs, coasters) that have a “circle” for a base. Ask
your child to count them and tell you how many
have been found. Finally, ask your child to trace
different-sized circle bases and order them from
biggest to smallest.

1.

Find some materials that your child can make
circles of different sizes with (e.g., string, play doh,
wool, pipe cleaners). Have your child describe the
properties of a circle to you.

2.

Go on a walk and find three (3) different types of
circles in nature.

3.

Use circles to build other shapes and designs.
Shapes Activity: 02 of 05
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Shapes
Activity

Squares and Rectangles
Shape Hunt
Look for different square and rectangle
shaped objects around your home (or
outside). Name and describe each shape.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review the names and
properties of squares (four equal sides,
four corners) and rectangles (lengths of
sides opposite each other are the same,
four corners) with your child before starting
this activity. Show your child the difference
between rectangles and squares by drawing
some together.

GET SET!
For this activity, you can let your child find
squares and rectangles around the home
(without preparation) OR you can draw some
and hide them around your home (or outside).

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Take your child on a square and rectangle shape
hunt. Have your child name and describe each
shape during the activity or at the end of it.

1.

Have your child sort all of the squares and rectangles
into two different piles. Then ask your child to compare
the shapes in each pile. What is the same? different?

2.

Have your child sort all of the squares and rectangles
into piles by size (e.g., large, medium and small).

3.

Ask your child how else the squares and rectangles
could be sorted. Have your child sort the shapes into
different piles. Ask your child how he or she sorted them
and to explain the “sorting rule.”
Shapes Activity: 03 of 05
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Shapes
Activity

Shapes
Bag
Trace shapes onto a cereal box and
cut them out. Put the shapes in a bag.
Without looking, name and describe the
shape by how they feel.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review the number
of sides and corners (vertices) on shapes
before starting this activity. You can have
examples of each type of shape (e.g., a
plastic plate for a circle, a book cover for a
rectangle, a napkin folded like a triangle,
and a square picture frame) and ask your
child to tell you the name of the shape and
its properties.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to trace
squares, circles, and differently shaped
rectangles and triangles onto cardboard
from a cereal box and cut them out. Your
child can help with cutting.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Put the shapes in a bag. Without looking, have
your child select a shape from the bag and name
and describe it by how it feels. How many sides
does it have? Are the sides the same length? How
many corners does the shape have? Repeat this
activity until your child has named at least four of
the shapes.

1.

Have your child build shapes out of materials (e.g.,
straws, popsicle sticks, or small twigs). Save the shapes
for the activity below.

2.

Ask your child to compare the shapes. Ask your child to
state the number of sides and corners (vertices) on each
one. What is the same? What is different?

Shapes Activity: 04 of 05
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Shapes
Activity

Shapes
Picture
Have your child make a picture using different
shapes. You can try using an online picturemaker for this activity.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review the four main types
of shapes for this activity: triangles, circles,
square, and rectangles. To do this, you can play
“I Spy Something Shaped Like…” around the
home or outside and give clues to help your
child guess an object by it’s shape.

GET SET!
For this activity, you can trace squares,
circles, and differently shaped rectangles
and triangles onto paper and cut them out.
Alternately, you can find an online picturemaker for your child to use.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Have your child make a picture using different
shapes. You can leave it open-ended or give your
child a challenge by telling them which shapes
to use (e.g., 3 circles, 4 triangles, 1 square, and 2
rectangles).

1.

Have your child make a shape collage using
newspapers or magazines.

2.

Provide your child with only one type of shape (e.g.,
triangles) to make a picture with.

Shapes Activity: 05 of 05
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Patterns
Activity

Pattern Core
Make AB, AB patterns with found objects and
“frame the core” by using string. Ask a family
member to “frame the core” of your patterns.

GET READY!
(Optional)

Patterns are sequences that either grow or repeat.
Each item in a sequence is identified by its own
letter. For example, if you had two different items
that repeated, it would be an “AB, AB” pattern. The
math term used for the part that repeats is the
“core”. Identify the core of patterns around your
house (e.g., wallpaper, tile, clothing, etc.).

GET SET!
For this activity you will need a small collection of two different
materials, enough so that they can repeat multiple times.
• Start by placing any two items side by side and asking your child to
name them (e.g. “red, blue”).
• Next, repeat the sequence and ask them to name them all from the
beginning (e.g., red, blue, red, blue).
• Next, ask “What would come next?” and continue the pattern.
• Show your child the core of the pattern. Explain that it is the main
part that repeats.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Guided Exploration:

Guiding Questions:

• Take turns creating an AB, AB or
ABC, ABC (three items) sequence
and extending it.

• Can you read me the pattern?

• Take turns creating patterns and
identifying each other’s core – you
can do this by framing the core with
string (e.g., putting string around
the main part of the pattern).
• Challenge other family members to
identify the patterns created.

• What is the core? What part
of the sequence is repeating?
• What would come next?

1.

Have your child try to trick you by
making a mistake on purpose and
seeing if you can find the ‘error’.

2.

Go for a walk and look for patterns
on houses or in nature.

Patterns Activity: 01 of 05
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Patterns
Activity

Extending
Patterns
Draw some simple patterns and have your
child extend them. Then let your child draw
some patterns for you to extend.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review simple patterns before
starting this activity. Make a pattern with your child
using household items and work on naming it using
the letters of the alphabet to represent the pattern
core (e.g., AB, AB or ABC, ABC).

GET SET!
For this activity you will need a collection of items with two
different materials or you can draw the items.
ABB, ABB Patterns
• Start by placing or drawing three items (one of one thing and
two of another) in front of you and asking your child to name
them. Place or draw the items again in the same order so that
you have a pattern.
• Say, “OK, so now our core is…(name the items in the pattern).
Let’s repeat our pattern 2 more times!”
• Read the pattern together using letters to represent it

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

For this activity, you will help your child to work on an ABA, ABA pattern.

1.

Have your child play a simple
online patterning game (e.g., see
toytheatre.com).

2.

Use digital tools like math tiles
to encourage further exploration
using technology.

3.

Eat your snacks or bites of dinner
in a repeated sequence!

Start by placing or drawing three items in a sequence like the one
shown below.
Repeat the items in the same order to create a core.
Then extend the pattern.
Take turns making ABA, ABA patterns and identifying the core.
Challenge other family members to do the same!
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Different
Patterns
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Patterns
Activity

Give your child 6 small objects of one kind and 6
small objects of another kind (i.e., 6 buttons and 6
pennies). Ask your child to see how many different
patterns they can make with the two sets of objects.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review simple patterns and
the meaning of “the core” of a pattern before
starting this activity. You can do this by watching
on online video about patterns or reading a book
about patterns (e.g., Pattern Bugs or Pattern Fish).

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need six small objects
of one kind and six small objects of another kind
(i.e., 6 pennies and 6 buttons).

GO!
Ask your child to use the objects to make as many
different patterns as possible. Help your child do
this one at a time. You may need to prompt with
questions like, can you make an AB, AB pattern? an
AABB, AABB pattern?

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child practice completing patterns
using other household items.

2.

Have your child explore and create patterns with
online tools from mathies.ca.
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Patterns
Activity

Show your child how to make a simple AB pattern
using two different numbers (i.e., 1, 2, 1, 2 or 3, 7, 3,
7). Ask your child to make their own simple pattern
using numbers.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review patterns before starting
this activity, how to find the core of a pattern, and
how to use the pattern core to create a pattern rule
to enable you to make your own patterns. You may
want to find a pattern song online to help review
patterning with your child.

GET SET!
For this activity you will need to show your child
how to make a simple AB, AB pattern using
numbers, like 1,2,1,2 or 3,7,3,7. As you show your
child these simple number pattern examples,
have your child name the type of pattern and the
pattern core.

GO!
Ask your child to make their own simple AB, AB
pattern using numbers.
Ask your child to make another type of pattern
using numbers and describe the pattern to you.
3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 5

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Take a walk around your neighbourhood and look for number patterns on
house and building numbers. What type of patterns do you see?

2.

Ask your child to help you prepare a few food patterns, plate them, and ask the
child to describe the pattern. Each time, ask your child to identify the core of the
pattern and the pattern rule.
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Patterns
Activity

Make Your Own
Exercise Patterns
Use three movements (such as Jumping Jacks,
Touch your Toes, Hop) to make your pattern.
Decide how many times you will do each
movement. Repeat your pattern to create your
exercise circuit. For example, 2 Jumping Jacks, 2 Toe
Touches, 4 Hops. Repeat!

GET READY!
(Optional)

Review simple patterns with physical movements.
For example, do an AB, AB pattern with the
following motions: clap, stomp, clap, stomp.

GET SET!
For this activity you will need to find a safe indoor
or outdoor space for your child to jump and
move. You might need to have your child practice
some movements:
• Jumping Jacks

• Wave Your Hands Up High

• Touch your Toes

• Hop in Place

GO!
Pick three of the movements below or ones that you
make up yourself:
• Jumping Jacks

• Wave Your Hands Up High

• Touch your Toes

• Hop in Place

Now make up an exercise pattern of 3 movements. To
make your pattern, decide how many times you will do
each movement. Repeat your pattern to create your
exercise circuit. For example, you could do 1 Jumping
Jack, 1 Toe Touch, and 1 Hop in Place, and repeat!

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child make up another exercise
circuit pattern.

2.

Ask your child to make up a pattern dance
to a favourite song.
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Sorting
Activity

Grab a handful of coins. Sort, name, and find
the value of each coin.
*Wash your hands with soapy water afterwards.”

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be helpful to review the names and values
of Canadian coins. You may also want to watch a
video online or find a song online about coins.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to collect a handful of coins.
Make sure you have a few of each type of coin so that they
can be sorted.

GO!
Ask your child to sort the coins into groups.
Once sorted, go over the names and values of each
coin. Make observations about what each coin is like
(e.g., the image on it, the size of it, the value amount on
the coin and where it is located).
*Always wash your hands with soapy water after handling
money.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Make a handmade card set of coins (on cardstock) that includes four of
each coin (e.g., drawing of coin, name of coin, and value of coin) so that
you can play “Go Fish!” or “Memory” with the cards.

2.

Set up a store with some of your child’s toys and have price tags for items.
Have your child practice finding the correct coins to “buy” items.
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Sorting
Activity

Gather a collection of toys. Group them so that
“like toys” are together. Tell a family member
why the toys in each category belong together.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review different ways we can
compare things before starting this activity. You can play a
comparison game with your child. Ask your child to finish
this sentence:
“Compared to ______________, ______________ is ____________”.
Example:
“Compared to ice cream, soup is ________________”.
Attributes used to compare: might include size, texture,
temperature, and colour.

GET SET!
For this activity, gather a collection of toys (i.e., dolls, stuffed
animals, LEGO, etc.) to be sorted.

GO!
Ask your child to group the toys so that “like” toys are together.
Have your child tell you why the toys in each category are
grouped together. Repeat the sorting rule back to the child. Say,
“So your sorting rule is _______”.
Ask, “Is there another way you could have grouped them? Is
there a toy that might belong in more than one category?”

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Demonstrate how to line the toy groups up so that you can compare them easily.

2.

Count the number of items in each group by touching each item only once (one-toone tagging) and decide which group has the most and least items.
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Sorting
Activity

Let’s Get Sorting
Have your child gather things (from inside or outside)
that they would like to sort into a new collection.
Prompt your child to think of the best ways to sort and
if there are other ways the collection could be sorted.

GET READY!
(Optional)

Sorting is a part of our world. Start by brainstorming
some real world application of sorting like:
• Sorting cutlery for meals
• Metal gets sorted for recycling
• Laundry gets sorted into piles

GET SET!
For this activity, have your child gather things that they
would like to sort. There are endless possibilities for this.
Your child can sort anywhere really, but boxes or bins
may be useful, or using a muffin tin can be a neat way to
organize the sorting!

GO!
Have your child think of a way to sort the collection
(sorting rule ) and then sort it that way.
Have your child describe the sorting rule (e.g., colour,
size, function, etc.)
Prompt: “How have you sorted the collection?” and
“Why did you sort them that way?”

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Challenge your child to sort the same collection in
a different way.

2.

Sorting is often used in manufacturing processes.
If interested, check out short episodes of “How It’s
Made” on Youtube.

3.

Try combining two collections and see what
different types of sorts your child can make!
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Sorting
Activity

Laundry
Sorting
Have your child sort the laundry with you. What are
some ways you could sort your clothes? What way
makes the most sense?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review various sorting rules
before starting this activity. You can have your child
play a sorting game on TVO kids or read your child a
book about sorting (e.g., Grandma’s Button Box).

GET SET!
For this activity you will need clean laundry to sort.
It would be best to have a variety of laundry items
for sorting purposes.

GO!
Ask your child why it would be helpful to sort your
laundry items. Have your child come with one or two
different ways that you can sort the laundry (e.g., by
type of items, by who the laundry belongs to). Decide
how you will sort the laundry and work together to
get it folded and sorted.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Think of some ways you can sort laundry before
washing it (lights and darks, type of items, who the
laundry belongs to).

2.

Ask your child why it’s helpful to sort laundry
before washing it. Work on setting up a system to
sort laundry before you wash it.
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Sorting
Activity

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?
Describe which one doesn't belong with the other
three in the picture. Describe your thinking using
math words.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review attributes (characteristics)
of objects before starting this activity, and get your mind
warmed up to think creatively. You can show your child an
item (e.g., a favourite toy) and ask your child to describe it
to a friend over the phone.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to find some images
from the “Which One Doesn’t Belong?” website at
https://wodb.ca/ or find a set of four objects to use
that have some similarities and differences.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

For each image, you can use the following guiding
questions.

1.

Have your child create a “Which One Doesn’t
Belong?” puzzle for you.

• What do you see?

2.

Survey other people in the house and ask for their
thoughts about the “Which One Doesn’t Belong?”
images/objects. Were their first instincts the same/
different? Did they see it another way?

• What do you wonder?
• Which one doesn’t belong in this group?
• Describe your thinking using math words.
• Look again, could you see it another way?
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Data
Activity

Take a walk outside. Do a survey on paper of how
many insects, birds, and mammals you see. Find a way
to represent your findings visually.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review what a survey is with your
child- a way to collect information about a topic. Have your
child practice making tally marks. Here’s a rhyme to help!
“1, 2, 3, 4, number 5 shuts the door!”

GET SET!
Get a piece of paper and pencil and make a chart to record
tally marks for each item you find outside (insect, bird, or
mammal). You may want to use a clipboard if you have one.
You can make a simple clipboard by using one side of a
cereal box and a paperclip to hold the paper down.

GO!
For this activity you will need to take a walk around your yard or a trail. Keep your
eyes open to spot any insects, birds, or mammals you might see!
Each time your child spots an insect, bird, or mammal, have your child make a tally
mark in the correct column on the chart.
Once you go inside, make a bar graph with your child to show your family how
many of each animal you saw!
I wonder which kind of animal there will be the most of…. do you have a guess?

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child think of other things to watch out for on your next walk!

2.

Choose one kind of animal that you’ve seen to find out more about.

3.

If you went for a walk that was twice as long, how do you think that would
change your tallies?
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Data
Activity

Gather your toys and sort them by colours. Show the
number of toys in each colour group by using blocks or
drawing a coloured block to represent each toy. What
colour of toys do you have the most of? Least of?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review the concepts of more and less
with your child. Show your child a set of objects and then
show a set that is more and one that is less. Have your
child show you a set of objects and show you a set that
has more and less than the original set.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to have your child’s toys gathered
in one location. You will also need to have blocks or paper and
crayons to use for graphing purposes.

GO!
Have your child sort a set of toys by colour. Next, have your child
represent the toys using coloured blocks or by drawing a coloured
square to represent each toy. Explain that this is a simple graph and
discuss its benefits.
Have your child use the graph to tell you which colour of toys there
are the most and least of.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play a memory game. Stack up your matches. Compare the piles - which has
more, which has less? Who won? How do you know?

2.

Try this activity again with objects collected outside, like stones and pinecones!

3.

Put two piles of objects in front of your child and see if your child can guess which
pile has more. Then have your child test it out by putting it on “graph paper”.
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Data
Activity

Graphs are Great!
Brainstorm a survey topic with your child and develop
survey choices together. Give the survey to family or
friends (this can be done over the phone or via social
media) and represent the findings using a bar graph.

GET READY!
(Optional)

Graphs are very useful to give us information quickly!
Review how important graphs are by reading your child
a book about graphs (e.g., The Great Graph Contest) or
having your child play a graphing game online (e.g., Fuzz
Bugs on abcya.com).

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need a piece of graph
paper. You can print one online or make one
yourself with a ruler.

GO!

EXTRA PRACTICE

Brainstorm a survey topic with your child. It could be
anything like, favourite food, favourite pet, or favourite fruit.
Once you have selected a topic, come up with four possible
survey choices and record them.

1.

Print off another survey form and have your
child complete it independently if able and
interested.

2.

Have your child go through the newspaper
or a magazine to find examples of graphs.
Can your child tell any information from the
graph?

Have your child survey a variety of family and friends (over
the phone or by social media) to see what their choice
would be. Have your child colour in one box per person in
the appropriate column on the survey sheet or graph paper.
When the survey sheet or graph is complete, you can ask
your child questions like,
• Which one was the most/least favourite?
• How many more people chose ___ than ____.
• How many people took the survey altogether?
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Data
Activity

Give your child a fruit cup to graph the different types of
fruit in it. What type of fruit was there the most of? The
least of?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review ‘more’ and ‘less’ before
starting this activity. Challenge your child to make a pile of
objects that has more, or less than the one you create.

GET SET!
Give your child a store bought fruit cup or prepare a fresh fruit
cup for your child to use (and eat) during this activity.
Your child will also need paper to record and graph the different
types of fruit in the cup.

GO!
As your child eats a fruit cup, have your child record and graph the
different types of fruit it contains. Once your child is done the graph, ask
these questions:
Which fruit was there the most of? The least of?
If you were making a fruit cup, what fruit would you use the most of?
The least of?

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play a game that involves winning cards (like Go Fish) or tiles (like Memory).
Instead of counting to see who wins, use the ‘stack’ method to see who has
more.

2.

Represent the month that each family member was born using a stack of
blocks (e.g., someone born in March (3rd month) would have 3 blocks in their
stack). Line them up in order. What does this tell you about how long people
need to wait from New Year’s to celebrate their birthday?
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Data
Activity

Make a list of all of the pets that you, your family, and your
friends have. Represent each pet with a picture of the type
of pet it is. What type of pets are there the most of in your
circle of family and friends? The least of?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be useful to review pictographs before starting this activity.
Look at this pictograph together and talk about what you see!
Apple
Strawberry
Pear
Watermelon

GET SET!
Make a list of your family and friends who have pets.

GO!
For this activity, work with your child to make a pet pictograph of all the
pets that you, your family, and your friends have. Use a picture/drawing
to represent each pet.
Once you are done, answer these questions together:
• Which pet is there the most of?
• Which pet is there the least of?

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child create a pictograph by making some pictures and gluing them
in columns. Ask family members what they notice in the graph.

2.

Play an online pictograph game where you can practice interpreting
pictographs.
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Positions
Activity

Play Simon Says with your child using positional words
(e.g., behind, under, beside). For example, “Simon Says put
your hand in front of your face”.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review positional words before this
activity. You can use one of your child’s toys to show them
how the toy is “on”, “under”, “beside”, “near”, and “far”
from a chair.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need some space to play!
Give directions for “Simon Says”.
1.

The leader will give an instruction for people to follow.

2.

If the leader says, “Simon Says” at the beginning of the
instruction, then the followers should follow the instruction.

3.

If the leader does not say, “Simon Says” at the beginning
of the instruction, then the followers should stay in the
position of the last instruction.

GO!
Play Simon Says using positional language, challenging your child to perform actions
related to positions like, “Simon says, stand behind the chair”, “Simon says, put your
hand in front of your face”, and “Simon says, move backward 2 steps”. Include times
where you don’t say “Simon says” to try and “trick” your child into following the
instruction. If you “trick” your child into doing the instruction without saying “Simon
Says’ at the beginning, have a playful consequence, like five jumping jacks.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play a few more rounds. See if your child wants to be the leader! Try it outside.

2.

Have your child help you with supper preparation, asking them to get items
using positional language (e.g., get the blue bowl from the middle cupboard
under the sink, etc.,).

3.

Play a game of Hide and Seek and when your child finds people (or hidden
objects), your child calls out where the person (or object) was found, “I see you
behind the door!”
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Positions
Activity

Ask your child to get a favourite toy. Tell your child a story
about the toy using positional words (e.g., behind, under,
beside) and actions. Ask your child to re-enact the story or
tell another story using positional words and actions.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review positional words. You can do
this by listening to a classic Sesame Street song online
(“Over, Under, Through”) or by reciting a nursery rhyme
with positional language (e.g., “The Itsy Bitsy Spider”).

GET SET!
For this activity, your child will need a favourite toy. Items to
help you tell a story about the toy would also be useful.

GO!
Tell your child a story about a favourite toy using positional words
(e.g., behind, under, beside) and actions. For example, teddy was
tired after playing with a friend so he laid on his bed (put the toy
on a pretend bed). Teddy’s bed wasn’t comfortable so he decided
to lay beside his bed (put the toy beside a pretend bed). Ask your
child to re-enact the story or tell another story using positional
words and actions.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Place an object in various locations and have your child describe its location (e.g.,
my toy is under the table). Switch roles with your child.

2.

When setting the table, have your child help and describe where to put the
cutlery and meal items (e.g., the fork goes beside the plate, the cup goes above
the plate, the salad goes in the middle of the table).

3.

Prepare a brief scavenger hunt where your child needs to collect a few common
household objects. Have your child shout out where each object was found using
positional words (e.g., “I found a pencil on top of the counter!”, “I found the juice
inside of the fridge!”).
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Positions
& Motions

Have your child leave the room and hide a mystery object
in the room. Invite the child back into the room and give
your child clues using positional words (e.g., behind,
under, beside) about where the mystery object is.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review positional language before
starting this activity. You can play “I Spy” around your
home or outside and use positional language (e.g., on,
under, beside) to help your child figure out the object.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to gather some items to hide in
plain sight, or simply choose items already in the room and
guide your child to find them.

GO!
Pick a room that you will hide a mystery object in. Ask your child to
leave the room and hide a mystery object in the room or choose an
object already in the room that you will guide your child to ‘find’.
Invite the child back into the room. Use positional words to help your
child figure out what the mystery object is (i.e., it is below the ceiling,
it is above your head, it is between the door and the table, it is 2
steps behind you, it is in front of the rug).
Play another round, if your child is interested. Switch roles and have
your child decide and describe the mystery object for you to find.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play this game outdoors.

2.

Set up an obstacle course for your child inside or outside. Give your child verbal
directions to get through the course using positional words (e.g., take two steps
forward, pick up the skipping rope in front of you and jump five times, etc.).
Switch roles with your child.
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Positions
Activity

Have your child draw out images that highlight
positional words. This can be done in chalk outside
or inside using paper.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review positional language before
starting this activity. You could do this by asking your
child to show you the opposite of positional words. For
example, show me the opposite of “on” the chair, which
would be “off” the chair. Opposites include: far and
near, over and under, above and below, front and back,
between and beside, on and off, and in and out.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need drawing supplies or chalk to use
outdoors.

GO!
Have your child draw out images that highlight positional words.
This can be done in chalk outside or inside using paper. For
example, the duck is in the pond or a dog is outside of the house.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child place an object in different places according to your positional
instructions. For example, put the ball on the chair, beside the table, etc.

2.

Have your child play some simple coding games online (e.g., https://www.
scratchjr.org/) to develop their positional vocabulary.
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Positions
Activity

Make 8 squares out of paper that are all the same size.
Colour a set of four squares with four different colours.
Repeat this for the second set of squares so that you
have two matching sets of four squares. Arrange your set
of four squares and give your child clues with positional
words (e.g., behind, under, beside) to try and make the
same design as yours without looking at your squares.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to practice following directions before
this game. Give your child some simple directions to
follow, like “Take 10 steps forward”.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need to make 8 similar-sized squares out of four
different colours of paper. You will need a few hard-cover books to set up as
a barrier between the two players so you can’t see what each other is doing.

GO!
This activity for 2 players develops positional language e.g., above, below, under,
beside, right, left, between, and in the middle).
1.

Each player gets 4 squares of each of the different colours.

2.

One player gives instructions for making a design with the colored squares.

3.

The 2nd player follows the directions without looking (if possible). There are
different levels of difficulty. At first, your child may need to sit beside you and
follow your directions without a barrier.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Try the activity again a few times, but have your child sit across from you with a
barrier. Try it again and let your child give the instructions!

2.

Play a game of “Place the Stuffy (stuffed toy) on the Couch”, giving your child
verbal directions to get them to place the stuffy at the correct spot.

3.

Have your child make a simple book about positional language. Write in different
positional words for your child to draw images for.
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Measurement
Activity

Ask your child how many body lengths it would take to
go from the beginning of a hallway in your home to the
end of it. Measure it out with your child’s help.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the terms “length”, “long”, and
“short” before starting this activity. You can do this by
talking about the length of furniture in your home. What
is the longest piece of furniture you have? What is the
shortest piece of furniture you have?

GET SET!
For this activity, you will measure the length of a hallway using
your child’s body as the unit. You will need a piece of string that
is the length of your child or some small objects to mark your
child’s length along a hallway.

GO!
Ask your child how many body lengths it will take to go from the
beginning of a hallway to the end of it. Help your child to measure
how many body lengths it actually is. Have your child count with
you and keep track of the count while you mark your child’s
body lengths with string or objects. Remember not to leave any
gaps when measuring. Ask your child about other ways you can
measure the length of the hallway.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Find a few objects outside the home or inside the home. The objects could be
laundry, toys, or furniture. Have your child lie down beside each object and
compare lengths with it. Is your child longer or shorter?

2.

Gather a pile of toys or other items that can stand up on their own. Which is the
tallest and which is the shortest? Now lay them down beside each other. Which
is the longest and which is the shortest? What do you notice?

3.

Play the Long/Short Scavenger Hunt. You need two containers or two areas such
as circles to place objects in. Designate one as the “long” container and the other
as “short.” Ask your child to find 5 short and 5 long items.
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How Big Is a Foot?

02

Measurement
Activity

Trace your child’s foot on a piece of scrap paper. Have
your child find three objects in your home: one that is
shorter than your child’s foot, one that is longer, and
one that is the same length as the foot.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to brainstorm a list of ways that we use
measurement in our everyday lives. Some examples include:
- Baking
- Building
- Decorating spaces
- Clothing
- Gardening

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need a scrap piece of scrap paper and
pencil/pen to trace your child’s foot. You will also need a pair of
scissors to cut the traced foot out.
You will need three objects for your child to compare the traced foot
with: one that is shorter than your child’s foot, one that is longer,
and one that is the same length as your child’s foot.

GO!
Help your child trace one of your child’s feet on a piece of scrap paper and cut it
out. Discuss the words “shorter”, “longer”, and the “same” with your child. Give
your child three objects and have your child compare whether they are longer,
shorter, or the same length as the traced footprint. If interested, have your child
compare their traced foot length with other objects in the house or use it to
measure how long objects in your house are (e.g., couch, rug, table, etc.).

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Use scrap paper to trace the hands of all the people in your home. Cut them out
and line them up beside each other, ordering them from shortest to longest.
Which hand is the shortest? Which is the longest?

2.

Use one of the traced hand lengths to measure objects in your home (e.g., book,
fridge, chair, etc.). How many hand lengths are each of the objects? Record your
answers. Which object is the shortest? Which is the longest?
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Distance
- Near and Far

03

Measurement
Activity

Have your child count and record how many steps it is
from your child’s bedroom to the kitchen. Next, have your
child count and record how many steps it from your child’s
bedroom to the living room. Which room is nearer to your
child’s bedroom? Which is farther?

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the terms “near” and “far” before
starting this activity. You can watch an online video about these
concepts or read a book (e.g., The Tiny Seed) about them.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need a way to record your child’s steps.

GO!
Have your child count and record the number of steps it takes
to get from your child’s bedroom to the kitchen. Next, have
your child record the number of steps it takes to get from your
child’s bedroom to the living room. Which room is nearer to
your child’s bedroom? Which is farther? Try other distances in
your home or outside.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play “You’re Getting Nearer (or Farther).” Have your child leave the room or area.
Hide an object. If it is a stuffed toy, you can tell your child it is lost and your child
should find it. You will help by giving clues, saying either “You’re getting nearer”
or “You’re getting farther away.”

2.

Play "Where is the Taxi? Near or Far?" Invite your child to pretend to be a taxi (or
bus or streetcar or train). Explain that "Far away is across the room and near is
close to me." Have the taxi go far away. Then have the taxi come near to you.
After a while, change your directions. Tell your child to go near the windows, go
near to you, then far away from you, then near the door, and so on.
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Heavy and Light

04

Measurement
Activity

Collect a variety of rocks of different weights outside or
objects inside with your child. Ask your child to put the
rocks/objects into three groups: light, medium, and heavy.
If available, use a scale to check your child’s groupings.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the concepts of heavy and light
before starting this activity. You can show your child some
household objects that are heavy (e.g., couch, fridge) and
some that are light (e.g., sponge, dish towel).

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need some heavy and light objects to
compare. You can use a scale to check your child’s answers or you
can make a simple balance scale for comparing weight with a coat
hanger that you tie different objects to on each end.

GO!
Collect a variety of rocks of different weights outside or objects
inside. Which do you think are the lightest, the heaviest, and
which are of medium weight? Have your child organize them
into three groups: light, medium, and heavy. If you have a scale
at home, you can check your child’s answers.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play the Indoor Heavy/Light Sort Game. Give your child objects of different
weights and have your child make a “heavy” pile and a “light” pile of objects.
Ask your child to explain why each object belongs in its pile.

2.

Play the Heavy/Light Scavenger Hunt. Ask your child to find five heavy objects
and 5 light objects. Ask your child to explain why each object belongs in its pile.
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Full and Empty

05

Measurement
Activity

Fill five cups/mugs that are the same size with different
volumes (amounts) of water. Leave one cup empty and
discuss what this word means with your child. Fill one cup
full of water and discuss what this word means with your
child. Have your child put the cups in order from the empty
cup to the full cup.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the terms “full” and “empty”
before starting this activity. You can hold a big object in one
hand and show your child that your hand with the object is
“full”, while the other is “empty”. You can ask your child to
show you one hand that is full and one that is empty.

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need five cups/mugs that are about
the same size and hold the same capacity of liquid. You will
also need water to fill the cups/mugs.

GO!
Find five cups/mugs that are about the same size. Fill each one with
different amounts of water. Leave one cup empty and discuss what
this means with your child. Fill one cup until it is full and discuss
what this means. Ask your child to put the cups/mugs in order from
the empty cup to the full cup.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Play the Empty/Full Hand Game. You will need a stuffed animal for his game. Explain
to your child that one of your hands will be full with a stuffed animal and one will be
empty. Put your hands behind your back and have your child pick which hand is full.
Show your child the hand that was selected and either say, “Yes, this hand is full” or
“Good guess, but this hand is empty”. Switch roles with your child.

2.

Have your child estimate how many spoonfuls of water it will take to fill up a cup.
Try it and see how close your child is. Repeat this activity using different containers
(e.g., box) and objects (e.g., stuffed animals) for filling up the containers.
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Always, Sometimes,
Never Charades

01

Probability
Activity

Discuss the meaning of the words “Always”, “Sometimes”, and
“Never” with your child. Take turns acting out some simple tasks/
chores with your child and decide if they are done when they
should be “Always”, “Sometimes”, or “Never”.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the meaning of the words
“Always”, “Sometimes”, and “Never” with your child. What
are somethings your child always wants to do? Sometimes
wants to do? Never wants to do?

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need a list of household tasks/
chores that you and your child will take turns acting out.

GO!
Take turns acting out some simple tasks/chores with your child and
decide if they are done when they should be “Always”, “Sometimes”,
or “Never”. For example, brushing teeth, eating breakfast, washing
hands, taking out the garbage.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Discuss the words “Always”, “Sometimes”, and “Never” in relation to your child’s food
preferences. What’s something your child always wants to eat? What’s something your child
never wants to eat? What's something your child likes to eat sometimes?

2.

Play the game “Always, Sometimes, or Never True” with you child. Ask your child to identify
whether the statements below are always true, sometimes, true, or never true.
• **** is the same as 4
• 7 is greater than 10
• 1 is less than 2
• Parents are taller than their children
• All triangles have three sides
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It’s Impossible! Picture

02

Probability
Activity

Have your child draw a picture of something that is
impossible and then explain it to you.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review the meaning of the words
“possible” and “impossible” with your child. What are some
things that are possible for your child to do independently?
What are some things that are impossible for your child to
do independently?

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need drawing material or chalk to
draw outside.

GO!
Ask your child scenarios to decide whether these scenarios are
possible or impossible:
• A fish can fly
• A dog can swim
• A chair can grow bigger
• The colour of a wall can change
• It snows when its cold
Discuss why the scenarios are possible or impossible.
Have your child draw a picture of something that is impossible and
then explain it to you.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Discuss some of the things it is impossible for pets to do (e.g., talk, drive, read, write, etc.).
Ask your child, “What is one thing you would like to make possible for pets?” Have your
child explain why.

2.

Ask your child to try out whether it is possible or impossible to do the following body
movements: raising just one eyebrow, rolling tongue up (like a tube), twitching nose, and
touching toes from standing.
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Probability
Activity

Are You Certain?
Experiments
Discuss the difference between the words “certain” and
“likely” with your child. Do a couple of probability experiments
to see if your child is able to use the words properly.

GET READY!
(Optional)

Discuss the words “Certain” and “Likely” with your child.
What are some things that are certain (e.g., the sun comes
up in the morning) and some things that are likely (e.g., it will
snow in the winter)?

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need coloured objects, like buttons. You
will put objects together in two sets. In the first set, put all of the
same coloured objects (e.g., six red buttons). In the second set, put
mostly all of one coloured object and a couple of another coloured
object (e.g., seven red buttons and two blue buttons). These will be
used for simple “Are You Certain?” experiments.

GO!
Show your child the first set of objects with all of the same coloured objects (e.g., six red
buttons). Ask your child if it is certain or likely that the coloured object (a red button)
would be picked from the set without looking. Ask your child to explain.
Show your child the second set of objects with mostly all of one coloured object and a
couple of another coloured object (e.g., seven red buttons and two blue buttons). Ask
your child if it is certain or likely that the colour of most of the objects (red) would be
picked from the set without looking. Ask your child to explain.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Ask your child to classify the following scenarios as
certain or likely:
I will play outside this week
I will see a friend this week
I will brush my teeth today
I will help around the home today

2.

Look for ways to use the terms certain and
likely around the home. For example, I am
certain that I need to go grocery shopping this
week OR it is likely that you will need a new
pair of shoes soon because of how quickly you
are growing.
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Unlikely and Impossible
Sentence Starters

04

Probability
Activity

Discuss the difference between the words “unlikely” and
“impossible” with your child. Have your child use the sentence
starters “It’s unlikely that ____, but it’s impossible that ____”.

GET READY!
(Optional)

Review the meaning of the words “unlikely” and “impossible”
with your child. What is the difference between these two words?

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need some ideas to write your sentence
starters about. Think about topics your child is particularly
interested in as this is a good motivator for writing. For example,
if your child likes animals, select an animal for the sentence
starter. It could look something like this:
It is unlikely that a cat will_________, but it’s impossible for a cat to
_________.

GO!
Help your child write an “unlikely” and “impossible” sentence starter.
Here is an example:
It is unlikely that a cat will like to get in water, but it’s impossible for a
cat to live in water.

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child illustrate the sentence starter and explain it to you.

2.

Have your child complete additional sentence starters.

3.

Look for ways to use the words unlikely and impossible at home. For
example, it is impossible for me to reach the top shelf on my own OR it is
unlikely that it is going to rain today.
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Simple Probability
Experiments

05

Probability
Activity

Do some simple probability experiments, like a coin flip,
having your child predict the outcome using the proper
vocabulary.

GET READY!
(Optional)

It would be good to review simple probability concepts
before starting this activity. Discuss probability vocabulary
with your child (e.g., possible, impossible, certain, likely,
unlikely) or read a book about probability (e.g., It’s Probably
Penny or That’s a Possibility!).

GET SET!
For this activity, you will need items that can be used for simple
probability experiments. Some possible items are:
•
a coin for a coin toss
•
a spinner (from a board game or you can make you own simple
spinner using paper, a paperclip, and a pencil)
•
objects with different colours (e.g., buttons, pom poms, etc.)

GO!
Do some simple probability experiments with your child, asking your child to predict the
likelihood of occurrences. You can:
•
do a simple coin toss and talk about the chances of the coin toss landing on heads
versus tails
•
colour in parts of a spinner with mostly one colour (e.g., green) and some different
colours (e.g., blue and yellow) and talk about the chances of the spinner landing on
the predominant colour (e.g., green) versus the colours that take up less space (e.g.,
blue and yellow)
•
use coloured objects placed in a bag to discuss the likelihood of randomly selecting
one of the coloured objects from the bag (based on the ratio of that coloured
object to the other coloured objects)

EXTRA PRACTICE
1.

Have your child do a dice roll probability activity and predict the chance of rolling
one of the six numbers.

2.

Have your child draw/write about what was learned from one or all of the
probability experiments.
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